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Guide the Bowden sleeve upwards behind the 
door cross strut.

Lock the Bowden cable into place using the ca-
ble terminal under the bracket. Then carry out a
test. Only then cut the excess cable to length as 
required.
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VBD 543-6 (05.19)

Guide the Bowden cable into the Bowden 
sleeve and hook the cable with the ball cou- 
pling into the opening in the profile slide.

6 Cut the sleeve to a sufficient length to allow the
door to move. Then attach the bush.

3 Secure the bracket for the Bowden cable to the
door cross strut. Ensure that the two holes are
aligned one above the other.

4 Secure the Bowden sleeve by means of a U-
washer and nut.

2 Re-assemble the door handle. Check the direc- 
tion of rotation of the door. The bracket must 
rotate downwards.

1 Dismantle the door handle and slide the brack- 
et onto the square shaft.
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Use a suitable implement (cable tie, loop, or
similar) to guide the Bowden sleeve upwards.

Lock the Bowden cable into place using the ca-
ble terminal under the bracket. Then carry out a 
test. Only then cut the excess cable to length as

         required.
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Guide the Bowden cable into the Bowden 
sleeve and hook the cable with the ball cou- 
pling into the opening in the profile slide.

6 Cut the sleeve to a sufficient length to allow the
door to move. Then attach the bush.

3 Secure the bracket for the Bowden cable to the
door cross strut. Ensure that the two holes are
aligned one above the other.

4 Secure the Bowden sleeve by means of a U-
washer and nut.

2 Re-assemble the door handle. Check the direc- 
tion of rotation of the door. The bracket must 
rotate downwards.

1 Dismantle the door handle and slide the brack- 
et onto the square shaft.




